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Introduction
Alfred Marshall put forward the Law
of Demand in the latter part of the
nineteenth century; it explicitly state
that the consumer price (P) has a
greater impact on the demand function
(D) than the other economic factors in
the market economy and the
relationship between them is reciproca l
(Smith, 199 1). Present day stud ies
indicate that reciprocal law does not
hold in market structures due to the
evolutionary process in the market
economy and the consumer behaviour.
This reciprocal law can be modified in
a hyper plane to incorporate other
factors ; namely, Service, Location,
Appearanc e and Substitutions
avai lable in the market. Our aim is to
show that the demand function
depe nds all many factors other than the
consumer price.

In science, uncertainty represents an
undesired state and to investigate such
situations, various techniques have
been introduced. In this study. we
utilize fuzzy logic as a novel tool in
the analysis of market models. The
main objective s of this study are to
introduce three fuzzy variables;
namely, Service (S). Location (L) and
Appearance (A ) to the market
structure, to investigate the
dependence of the demand function
with respect to these fuzzy variables.
and to compare the results with
Marshallian law ofdemand .
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Methodology
To perform fuzz y-reasoning methods
in market models, we need inference
rules and they are expressed in IF~

THEN format: IF-THEN rules used in
fuzzy reasoning are called "fuzzy IF
THEN rules" (Tanaka and Niimura.
199 1).

Here we shall use Mamdani's method
in fuzzy logic and the detai ls are given
below:

Consider a simple two rule system
with two antecedents and one
conseq uent.This is ana logus to a dual
input and single-out put fuzzy system.

Rule I
If xisA /and y isB,THEN zIS Cf

Rule 2
If x isA 2 and y is B) TH EN z IS C}
Where. A" Al • Hf, Bl • C/ and Cl are
fuzzy sets.

Let X,! and Yfl be the input for the
premise-parts variables x and y.
respectively. Let us denote this input
as (X/f,YIi) and reasonig process for the
input (XlhYO) as follows.

Step I
Measure the adaptabil ity of each rule
for the input (xo.Yo)

Adaptab ility of Rule I:

W, = P , (x,) A PH (Yo), ,
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R-Sq=74.9%

Figure 1. Surface diagram for
the demand vs. price and service

R-Sq=53.6%
Regression equation for the deman d
vs. price and location

D=48.1 -1.20P - 1.48L+0.0040 1'"

+ 0.00586'.' +7.1 oJ? +8.41.JL

software to determine the impact of
fuzzy fa'ctors: namely, Service (S),
Loca tion (L) and Appearance (A) on
the demand function (D) in add ition to
the price function (P) .

D

Results and Discussion
Regression equation for tile demand
V.\'. price & service

D=527- 0.163P+1.11S'-0.0003381"

- 0.00491.'i' +1.02fP-6.86JS

R-Sq=74 .J%
Regression equation for the demand
V~·. price anti appearance

D=51.0- 1.17P+ 1.58.4 +0.00388'"

- 0.006381' +6.91fP - 8.97.fA

Adaptability of Rule 2

Wt = f.l A
1
(xo) 1\ JiH

l
(Yo )

Step 2
App ly the adaptability obta ined in step
I to the fuzzy sets in the consequence
part to obtain the conclusion of each
rule.

Conclus ion 1
JI .I =J.V; 1\ fir' (z ) forall z E Z

" '
Conclus ion 2

Jlr .! =W2 I\ Jlc, (z ) fo r ul l z e Z

Step 3
Aggregate the conclusion of each ru le
obtained in step 2 and make the fina l
conc lusio n.

J', (Z) ~ J'" ,(Z) v J'", (Z)

Since the fina l conclusion is not
practical beca use it is a fuzzy set and
therefore we shall convert in to a
crispy set via defuzzification methods.
This method can be easi ly extanded
and will hold for fuzzy rule-bases with
any number of antecedents and
consequents.
The data was collected using 26 peop le
who want to select a quality garment
fro m the Kandy Market. A qualitative
survey was conducted to determine
fuzzy IF-THEN rules and the Survey
questionna ire was prepared using
Likert sca le to determine the level of
agreement of a person. Co llected data
was used to determ ine fuzzy IF-THEN
rules by considering posit ive to
negative relationship to the Demand.
Input variab les and output variable
were defined as fuzzy sets along with
mem bership functions. Then
Mamdani's method was used via
Mattab software to find out Demand
values for crispy inputs and multi ple
regressions were utilized via Minitab
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Figure 2. Surface diagram for the
demand vs. price and location
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Figure 3. Surface diagram for the
demand vs. price and appearance

From the above depicted surface
diagrams (F igures I, 2 and 3) it is
noted that the price is not the only
indepe ndent variable that affects the
demand function. Mo reove r, from the
surface diagra ms it is noted that there
is a pos itive. non- linear relationship
between pr ice and demand at low
price-leve ls. Thus. in general. the
rec iproca l law of demand and the law
of dimin ishing marginal utility are
inva lid for low price-levels in market
structures.
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